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CHAPTER
Theory versus experiment
 Introduction
This chapter deals with determining the degree of coherence that is present
during the evolution of an acoustic wave that results from stimulated emis
sion over the onephononassisted E

 E

Zeeman transition following
excitation of its upper component by optical pumping In order to arrive
at reliable results we must strip the system from all the circumstances and
conditions which are either hard to incorporate into a model or simply
unknown To be less abstract and more specic we do not wish to be both
ered by conditions like the exact shape of the spatial intensity prole as
produced by the laser beam the precise measure of spatial inhomogeneity
of the splitting of the E

E levels in the eld of a superconducting mag
net and geometrical aspects each of which would play a signicant and
unpredictable role in the evolution of the induced phonon avalanches
This was realised by making a ruby crystal that was as thin as  m
yielding an inverted zone of the same length after headon excitation of the
crystal with the dye laser The absorption of the laser pulse beam diameter
of about  m as well over this small distance is now a constant factor
while the twolevel systems are denitely completely resonant over the full
inverted zone The geometry furthermore is welldened with the detection
zone completely coinciding with the inverted zone Phonons are contained
	
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in the inverted zone by the cavity walls at distance L and are mainly lost
by ballistic motion out of the inverted zone in other directions after which
they do not return because there are no crystal end faces to re
ect from
This specic conguration in fact is the simplest achievable
Rate equations with total neglect of coherent features were already in
troduced in chapter  This chapter will present equations of motion that do
incorporate a certain degree of coherence Next the experimental data are
presented and both the coherent and the incoherent model are tted to the
data Only the coherent approach is seen to agree adequately with the data
 Coherent theory
Although incoherent rate equations initially provided a reasonable descrip
tion of the process of stimulated emission in ruby 	 it soon turned
out  that there remained some serious discrepancies in the description
by rate equations These problems will be discussed in more detail in sec
tion 	 The new and refreshing idea was that the process of stimulated
emission in fact depends on a much higher degree of coherence than had
been assumed Coherence had been ruled out because of the smallness of
the dephasing time calculated from the bandwidth    MHz  of
the E

 E

transition amounting to T

    ns only Indeed
much higher values for T

were found in an attempt to describe the data
with a coherent model Our ndings however will turn out to distinctly
dier from these results It is our believe that the earlier results were to a
high degree aected by the specic circumstances of the problem For that
reason we simplied the conditions in the way mentioned above to remove
the uncertainties related to excitation resonance and geometry from the
system We will rst however introduce the coherent equations of motion
and the model used to explain the data
 Bloch equations
The search for a coherent description of an ensemble of twolevel systems in
interaction with a radiation eld in this case an acoustic wave is usually
initiated by writing down the standard equations of motion for the systems
Bloch vector  which subsequently are amended to the situation at hand
 Coherent theory 
In contrast to this approach we will start o with a full quantum me
chanical description of the coupling of the phonons with the spins perform
some suitable averaging after which we end up with a set of equations which
in fact turn out to be Blochtype equations of motion describing the time
evolution of the system Since the ultimate aim is to produce and describe
selfinduced and repeated stimulated emission of phonons travelling along a
specic direction in an acoustic cavity it is hardly a restriction to revert to
the one dimensional case Moreover the approach leading to the coherent
equations of motion can easily be extended to descriptions in two or three
dimensions should this be required
In any case we start with writing down the JacobsenStevens Hamil
tonian  It consists of the lattice kinetic energy the lattice potential
energy the energy of the E

E doublets and nally a term which accounts
for the interaction of the lattice vibrations with the doublets To be more
specic it is given by
H
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The rst summation runs over all unit cells enumerated by i which make
up the one dimensional chain of the lattice whereas the summation over j
is running over all unit cells that contain a Cr

ion In equation  the
energy h

 g
B
B cos 	 stands for the twolevel energy splitting as well as
the energy of the resonant phonons The quantity m

denotes the mass of
the ruby unit cell 	  

kg and K is the eective spring constant
between neighbouring cells The symbols P
i
 U
i
 S
x
i
and S
z
i
represent the
momentum displacement and the x and y components of the spin residing
in unit cell i respectively The last term in equation  describing the
coupling between a strain wave and the transverse spin components S
x
i

contains the coupling constant 
Armed with Hamiltonian  we proceed by changing over to the Heisen
berg picture in which the state of the system spin and phonon part is time
independent while the quantum mechanical operators are not The time
dependence of the quantum mechanical operators in equation  is easily
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calculated for the momentum and displacement operators
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In equations  and 	 the index i refers to either one of the unit cells
while the index j in equations  refers to only those unit cells that
host an excited Cr

ion We now average equations  in the quan
tum mechanical sense by making use of approximations such as hU
j
S
z
j
i 
hU
j
ihS
z
j
i  U
j
S
z
j
 with an obvious change of the notation to arrive at
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Notice that equation  has the form of the expression for a driven oscillator
Whenever a Cr

ion is encountered i  j the acoustic wave is aected
In all other circumstances i  j the acoustic wave remains unaected
 Coherent theory 
Damping and all other consequences of the anharmonicity of the lattice are
not included in the Hamiltonian
In equations  and  we discern the typical characteristic equations
for the components of the Bloch vector dened as
S
j
t  N

hS
x
j
i 
 n
j
t  N

hS
z
j
i  N

N


 
with n
j
t the average population dierence and S
j
t the average polarisa
tion of the Cr

twolevel system at site j
Because of the great number of equations 	 for every unit cell i we have
to abandon the discrete lattice and perform a continuum approximation
Hence the U
i
 S
j
and n
j
are replaced by their continuous counterparts
Ux
 t Sx
 t and nx
 t This is done in the familiar way The treatment
of the Kronecker 
ij
 however needs some attention Because the Cr

ions
are supposed to be distributed homogeneously over the Al

O

lattice it is
presumably allowed to smear out the spins Upon inspection of equations
 it becomes clear that this is allowed only if the wavelength of the
passing acoustic wave is large compared to the mean distance between two
neighbouring Cr

ions At a typical Zeeman splitting of h

  cm


there are several hundreds of ions per acoustic wavelength which amounts
to  nm at  cm


Each lattice site i is therefore equipped with a single spin by which
we introduce an error for which we must correct by multiplying both the
inversion and the polarisation with a constant factor of ad

 where a is the
lattice constant   nm in ruby and d  N



is the mean distance
between nearby excited Cr

ions Upon taking all this into consideration
the continuous counterparts of  read
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Keeping in mind that we eventually want to perform numerical calculations
in order to explain our experimental data it is necessary to convert these
 Chapter  Theory versus experiment
equations into a set of rstorder dierential equations This is done by
decomposing the solutions for U and S into left and rightgoing waves
Doing so also removes the strongly 
uctuating gigahertz components and
leaves behind equations for the slowly varying envelope functions only The
relevant substitution is
U  U
L
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ik

x 

t  U
R
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ik

x 

t  cc 
 
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L
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ik

x 

t  S
R
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ik

x 

t  cc  
By performing some slowly varying envelope approximations of the type
Ut 

U we arrive at the set of equations of motion
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The sound velocity v enters the equations via the relation v  Ka

m




Other quantities such as the coupling constant  will be discussed in the
next section where some technical aspects are explored
Obviously in the set of equations  terms concerning relaxation
have been incorporated in a heuristic way The last term in equation 
is harmless and expresses the fact that thermal equilibration at the rate
p

T

was not built in from the start A closer look should be cast on
equations  and  however where relaxation terms with time constant
T

are added to account for the dephasing of the almost resonant phonons
 Coherent theory 
Although as mentioned above the line width of the E

E transition sug
gests that an incoherent description should suce there were speculations
in the past about an eectively higher degree of coherence  The question
whether coherence is vital in the process of stimulated emission will have to
be answered by looking at the time constant T

found from experiments
 Modelling
Instead of diving directly into the numerical methods used we rst remove
the overabundance of parameters from equations  by applying the
transformations
U
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 and 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After these transformations the equations of motion read
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with 

 a

hk

m

v a quantity which is welldened and  is the above
mentioned coupling constant between the lattice and the spins Note that
the population dierence n  N

N

is unaected by the transformation
unlike the displacements and polarisations The gain is in the observation
that because of the factor 

n in equations  and  the only direct
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link to the experiment namely N

N

 is invariant under changes in  and
N

as long as 

N

remains xed In other words N

N

is independent
of the exact choice of  and accordingly in the actual calculations an
estimate value of  was inserted and  took no part in the tting process
If we want to arrive at an absolute value of the initial population density N


however an estimate for  is essential Following Leonardi et al  we
derive a relation between the coupling constant  and the direct spinlattice
relaxation time T

 which reads

T


ha



Nm

X




v


 
The summation in equation  runs over all the phonon branches that
contribute which in ruby are mainly the two transverse phonon branches
Here 

is the root mean square of  over all directions v

the velocity
belonging to the particular branch andN is the number of unit cells per unit
volume 

m

in ruby Since we have no additional information so
as to deal with the summation we consider  to be roughly isotropic which
is indeed a bold assumption but sucient for a rough estimate When
taking into account a factor of  for the two transverse phonon branches an
estimate for 

is given by



Nm

v

ha



T

 
Another point worth mentioning about equations 	 is the fact
that they have to be triggered in order to achieve stimulated emission To
be specic immediately after the Cr

spins have been inverted the Bloch
vector points along the positive z axis in the upward direction and sub
sequently needs to attain a transverse component However according to
equations 	 the Bloch vector would remain in its unstable equi
librium position without any help The explanation for this is that in order
to get to equations  several averaging procedures were performed
which in principle do not leave room for statistical quantum 
uctuations
in the transverse polarisation which otherwise would trigger the phonon
avalanche One solution to this problem is to ensure that the Bloch vector
is somewhat tilted right from the start over a small angle 

 commonly
known as the tipping angle This is the common procedure in the theory
 Coherent theory 

of optical lasers 	 Although the procedure works rather nicely the
disadvantage is that 

is hard to dose because of the exponential growth
inherent to the equations of motion
To address this problem or rather to avoid it we make use of a nite U
L
and U
R
to trigger the phonon avalanche which comes down to an indirect
tilting of the Bloch vector via equations  and  This method has the
advantage of being somewhat more subtle and more predictable Generally
spoken a wave amplitude U

of a few femtometers is enough to get equations
 working A simple argument will now be used to illustrate the
correctness of this order of magnitude of U

 Take U
L
 U
R
 U

in
equation  and calculate the thermal kinetic energy density T
kin
of this
particular phonon mode which gives
T
kin



 j

U j




Nm



jU j

 Nm



U



 	
where the average is taken over both space and time and the mean am
plitude jU j was replaced by jU j  U

using equation  On the other
hand we know that the energy in the mode as in any harmonic oscillator
is half kinetic and half potential energy when averaged over time The total
energy of the mode is given by hp




 which combined with equation
	 immediately leads to
U



hp





Nm



	
for the specic mode calculated Along the lines of what was explained in
chapter  the total number of modes that contribute to the squared wave
amplitude is equal to  where  is the density of phonon modes per
unit of frequency and  denotes the bandwidth of the E

 E

phonon
transition The value for the bandwidth is wellknown experimentally 
 but for an explicit value of  we have to content ourselves with an estimate
from the wellknown Debye approximation in which each acoustic phonon
branch contributes roughly   

v

modes As noted before only
the two transverse phonon branches play an important role in the evolution
of the phonon avalanches At a typical Zeeman splitting of  cm

and
with the use of    MHz we have     
	
m

phonon
modes on speaking terms with the E

 E

transition The acoustic wave
amplitude U

at a temperature of  K is then found to be about one
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femtometer very close indeed to the starting amplitudes needed for starting
up the equations of motion
The model is not complete yet as acoustic damping has not been taken
into account Phonon losses of various nature need to be included such as
ballistic transport of phonons outside the inverted zone transmission into
the helium bath at the crystal end faces instead of pure re
ection of the
cavity walls downconversion processes in which a phonon splits up into two
other phonons under energy conservation and a variety of other processes
To incorporate all of these processes in a simple way we introduce a relative
loss factor R in the boundary re
ections as in U
L
 RU
R
 where U
R
is
the rightgoing wave amplitude before re
ection at the right cavity end
and U
L
the resulting amplitude of the leftgoing wave
This description is simple but eective In chapters 	 and beyond
crystals with a large cavity length L are used and the acoustic wave is seen
to travel inside the cavity In these situations the inverted zone is localised
to a small region near one of the cavity ends When the acoustic wave
returns to this inverted zone it is not imperative to know what happened
during its journey but we do need to specify how much of it returns In
other words the exact nature of the phonon losses is not essential but the
eective loss is
 Computational details
To follow the evolution of the equations of motion numerically equations
	 had to be transformed into a discrete set of equations The model
was made discrete by dividing the phonon cavity into N compartments
each of length z  vt where v is the sound velocity and t a suitable
time step The compartments were given an appropriate initial population
N

 and each compartment was given wave amplitudes and polarisations
belonging to the left and rightgoing directions The exact procedure that
was followed to perform the discretisation is more or less outlined in reference
 For a cavity length of about  mm N   provides a more than
sucient ne maze The re
ections at the cavity ends were incorporated by
letting only a fraction R of the incoming wave re
ect into a wave travelling
into the opposite direction The calculations were done using a Fortran
computer source code
 Coherent vs incoherent theory 
 Coherent vs incoherent theory
This section will start o with a few introductory remarks about the exper
imental conditions and a presentation of the experimental data that were
collected Next a detailed report is given on the performance of two theo
retical models one of which is based on incoherent rate equations for level
and phonon populations and the other is based on the coherent equations
of motion presented in the previous section The experiments were all per
formed on ruby crystal I which was cut and polished in such a way that the
end faces in the direction of the crystalline a axis and the penetrating laser
beam were no more than  micrometers apart yielding a very limited
inverted zone and thus a very small acoustic cavity
The smallness of the excitation zone allows theories to be tested without
having to worry about experimental conditions such as the exact shape of the
spatial intensity prole produced by the laser beam discussed in chapter 	
the precise measure of spatial inhomogeneity of the magnet eld splitting
the E

E levels chapter  and geometrical aspects All of these would
play a signicant role in the evolution of the induced phonon avalanches
but are hard to incorporate into a model In addition the smallness of the
zone allows to safely make use of a spatially independent approach which
is why the rate equations 	 can be used for the incoherent model
 Experiments
The crystal was mounted in the cryostat in such a way that the laser beam
was running along the a axis while the c axis was making an angle of 

with the magnetic eld This specic conguration is favourable because it
makes the E

E 	

A

spectrum consist of equidistant transitions allows
a broad range of relaxations times T

by adjustment of the magnetic eld 
and more importantly enables the polarisation of the dye laser light to be
adjusted to any angle with the c axis This is desirable because the optical
absorption coecient of ruby strongly depends on this angle as is illustrated
in gure  on the next page
The crystal was cooled down by immersion in liquid helium and kept
at a constant temperature T

  K by means of regulated pumping
The magnetic eld was adjusted to 	 T for which the Zeeman splitting
is equal to c   cm

 and the spinlattice relaxation time equals
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Figure 
 Initial population N

of the upper doublet level E

as a function of
laser power left frame and the angle of the laser light polarisation vector with the
c axis right frame In both graphs the data are normalised to maximum
T

  ms The dye laser beam was focused to a waist of about  m
and the resulting phonon avalanches were detected by accumulating the
luminescence associated with the E

	

A

transition as indicated in gure
 The laser powers used ran up to as much as  mW It is at this point
important to note that power and polarisation of the laser light are the only
two parameters that bring about nontrivial eects in the evolution of the
phonon avalanche without inducing uncertain changes in the conditions
Figure  displays the achieved population inversion as determined from
the initial luminescent intensity I

 as a function of laser power and po
larisation The dependence on the laser power is strictly linear The polar
isation dependence follows a cos 	 dependence in line with what is known
of absorption in crystals  Trivial as these facts may be owing to the
nonlinearity of the problem it is very unlikely that any incorrect theoretical
treatment of the system could duplicate the correct power dependence when
tted to the experimental data For that reason we must consider the power
linearity check as a helpful tool in testing the the two theoretical models
Figure  presents a series of measurements of N

N

versus the time
for dierent values of the laser energy The data points are displayed twice
In the upper part of gure  the data have been tted to incoherent rate
equations whereas the part presents the results of tting the coherent equa
 Coherent vs incoherent theory 
tions of motion The polarisation of the laser light was chosen to lie in
parallel with the c axis and the maximum laser power used was  mW
which is still well below the damage threshold of ruby As can be seen the
relaxation induced by stimulated emission is rather impressive especially at
the higher energies where the relaxation rate by far exceeds the thermal
relaxation rate   p

T


 Incoherent rate equations
As a rst attempt we use the incoherent rate equations 	 to explain
the data In this case the phonon loss mechanisms are described by the term
p p


ph
 which is intended to include all possible anharmonic phonon
decay processes such as downconversion as well as phonon escape terms
where phonons escape from the excited zone or disappear into the helium
bath The results of the tting procedure are found in the top part of gure
 The reader is for the time being encouraged to concentrate on the
thick solid curves belonging to this situation only
As a rst impression the rate equations perform reasonably well Only
at the higher energies do we see deviations from the data points but they
are not alarming Matters change however when we consider the values of
the tted parameters notably N

and 
ph
 that have to be used to bring
about the curves These values are found in table  It is obvious that
the model refuses to yield a constant value for 
ph
 as it should do In fact
it abuses 
ph
to cover up its deciencies Things even get worse when we
plot N

as a function of the laser power The dependence found is shown
in gure 	
It goes without saying that the model does not explain the data in a sat
isfactory manner On the other hand the values for 
ph
found in table 
are not unrealistic The distance a phonon can travel in this time duration is
equal to v
ph
  m which is about the size of the inverted zone indica
tive of ballistic transport of phonons out of the inverted zone One possible
explanation for the disappointing performance of the incoherent equations is
that the phonon loss mechanism is incomplete Therefore upon noting that
exceedingly high resonant phonon populations are reached an interaction
term p  p




a
was added to the rate equations This term describes
anharmonic processes in which by upconversion two phonons combine into
a single one with double the energy
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Figure  Growth of N

in crystal I after pulsed optical pumping into E

 for
a series of laser powers The curves are ts to the data originating from either
incoherent rate equations top graph or the coherent model bottom graph
 Coherent vs incoherent theory 
Equipped with this additional phonon loss term the rate equations are
given a second chance The results are again presented in gure  where
the thin solid lines are now of interest The agreement with the data has
improved considerably at rst sight which is not surprising because one
more adjustable parameter has been introduced However the agreement
has degraded on a larger time scale beyond the time frame shown in gure
 This is a direct result of the introduction of the upconversion process
which drives the tted results for 
ph
to a higher value table  and
therefore makes the associated loss mechanism less eective As before the
phonon time constants are not constant which is not acceptable
Also from gure 	 we must conclude that the model has not improved
after introduction of the upconversion mechanism Especially at the lower
energies rate equations systematically fail to provide a correct dependence
of N

on the laser power At these low energies the phonon occupation
remains relatively low so that anharmonic upconversion does not reach
serious proportions This also explains why the two rate equation models
coincide at low laser energies Other attempts to improve the models such as
by the addition of still more phonon loss terms to the set of rate equations
or by the introduction of geometryinduced phonon losses all have failed
denitively  Sophisticated position dependent approaches 	 did not
improve matters either which is why they are not discussed in this context
Table 
 Results of tting the data to a rate equations with onephonon losses
incorporated only and b rate equations in which a twophonon loss mechanism is
included as well
Laser power a Rate equations b Rate equations with upconversion
N


ph
N


ph

a
mW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Figure  Initial population N

of the upper component of E

E at dierent
laser powers as obtained by tting coherent and incoherent equations of motion to
the occurring phonon avalanches
 Coherent approach
We now turn our attention to the coherent equations of motion A surprising
result of tting the coherent model to the data is that the dephasing time
T

is found to range between  and  ns more or less independent of the
laser power These values are in fact close to the time associated with
the bandwidth of the E

 E

transition We can therefore rule out
a substantial degree of coherence such as was suggested in the past to
account for the experimental data  As no systematics was observed in
the dependence of T

on the laser power the data tting was repeated but
now with T

pinned down to  ns The results can be found in gure 
bottom part As a rst impression the results look very promising The
model has some diculty in coping with the highest energies but otherwise
the agreement is excellent
 Coherent vs incoherent theory 
The best values for the parameters in the model reduced to N

 T

 R
and U

 because of the unique dimensions of the crystal are tabulated in
table  while N

is furthermore inserted into gure 	 This time the
dependence of N

as a function of the laser power is to a high degree linear
which is quite comforting As for the other three parameters the re
ection
coecient R is roughly independent of the laser power as it should be The
fact that U

grows with the laser power is understandable because U

stands
for the eective outcome of the process of stimulated emission during the
dead time before the avalanche actually takes o It is only logical that this
value is power dependent in an exponentially evolving process such as in the
evolution of equations  The parameter 

was set to zero so as to
keep the number of parameters that were varied to a minimum Moreover
as explained before the role of 

can eectively be accommodated into U


As concerns the re
ection coecient R it too is within errors inde
pendent of the laser power As to its interpretation we recall that R is
assumed to include all phonon loss mechanisms The excited zone is a cylin
der bounded by the end faces of the crystal R can thus be thought of as an
eective mixture of phonons leaving the inverted zone R   re
ection by
the cavity end faces R   and nonballistic phonon loss during the time
of 
ight between the boundaries of the cavity It is of interest to compare R
to the time 
ph
derived from the rate equations The average time of 
ight
between the cavity boundaries is Lv so that in the coherent model the
Table  Result of tting the experimental data to the coherent
equations of motion The dephasing time was xed to T

  ns as
motivated in the text The tipping angle 

was set to zero
Laser power N

T

R U

mW 
	

m

 ns fm
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	 Chapter  Theory versus experiment
damping of an acoustic wave with amplitude U

can be approximated by
Ut  R
vtL
U

 Remembering that p 
 jU j

 we thus have that
pt 
 jU j

 R
vtL
U



 exp t
e
 
 	
whence 

e
 vL lnR

 Here the time constant 
e
is the eective
phonon loss time derived from the coherent model which should compare
with the time 
ph
found from tting rate equations to the data In the
present conguration we have L   mm v   kms and R  
leading to 
e
  ns This agrees nicely with the values 
ph
  ns in table
 considering the very approximate approach that was used to arrive at
equation 	 It is also a strong indication that the main phonon losses are
indeed brought about by ballistic transport of phonons outside the inverted
zone The presumed ballistic nature of the losses is also lends great support
to the way the phonon mechanism is taken into account in the coherent
model ie with phonons being removed at the boundaries of the inverted
zone rather than during their time of 
ight inside the inverted zone To
avoid confusion we have also included this phonon loss mechanism into the
position dependent incoherent model in an attempt to improve the model
This did not not however lead to a better agreement of the data
 Polarisation
In chapter 	 where stimulated phonon emission takes place in much larger
acoustic cavities the dependence on the polarisation of the dye laser light
is intriguing In earlier work  it was speculated that the laser light de
pending on its polarisation in one way or another in
uenced the inverted
spins or even the spinphonon system In our thin m long crystal we
measured phonon avalanches for both parallel and perpendicular polarisa
tion of the laser light but with equal initial population densities N

 An
example of such measurements is presented in gure  The curves are
guides to the eye The small oset in N

N

in the right graph is due to
residual Rayleigh scattering disturbing the photomultiplier at short times
which is higher in the perpendicular case
In order to have equal initial populations N

 the dye laser power had
to be reduced by a factor of about 	 in going from the parallel to the
perpendicular case gure  Apparently the two phonon avalanches are
 Conclusions 

Figure  Phonon avalanches as detected from the E

luminescence for two
distinctly dierent polarisations of the dye laser light The dierence in absorption
was corrected for by adjusting the laser power so as to achieve identical initial
population inversions N

 As a result the two phonon avalanches are completely
identical which rules out the possibility of any inuence by the laser light other
than just inverting the E

E levels
identical that is apart from statistical noise of course This precludes that
the dye laser light is to do more than just populate the E

level
 Conclusions
Models based on incoherent rate equations could not present a complete and
accurate description of stimulated phonon emission in ruby On the other
hand excellent agreement with the data was found when using the coherent
model based on the Bloch equations derived in section  Surprisingly
the dephasing time characterizing the degree of coherence was found to be
of the order of  ns compared to the time scale on the order of microsec
onds in which the phonon avalanche manifests itself This relatively small
decoherence time must however not be seen as a strong indication that co
herence is not a vital ingredient in a full description of the evolution of the
phonon avalanches Apparently during the development of the avalanche
the gain by the coherent process of stimulated emission easily compensates
for the loss of coherence by the dephasing processes so that a Blochtype
wave description instead of rate equations leads to far better results In
 References
particular it accounts for the linear dependence on the laser power found
for the population N

 In conclusion the coherent model appears to be the
appropriate tool to describe the phenomenon of stimulated emission
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CHAPTER
A phonon laser
 Introduction
Some rather unusual phenomena will be introduced in this chapter In the
previous chapter stimulated emission of phonons has been observed after
optical inversion of the Zeemansplit E

E doublet in a thin slice of di
lute ruby The resulting phonon avalanches are regular in the sense that
the phonon amplication continues up till the point at which the inversion
is to weak to keep the avalanche going When the same is tried for rect
angular crystals of more conventional dimensions however the relaxation
surprisingly takes place via a number of distinct stages of stimulated emis
sion Apparently the stimulated emission comes to an early stop when the
phonon beam has left the inverted zone but restarts when the produced
phonon beam returns to the native zone after reection by the crystal end
faces The end faces in this respect make up an acoustic cavity in which the
phonon beam is seen to reverberate Support for this statement is found in
the time interval between two subsequent stages of emission which is equal
to Lv ie equal to the round trip time for phonons travelling between
the two end faces that are a distance L apart
The analogy of the system with an optical laser is obvious In an op
tical laser a beam of light is sent repeatedly through an active medium
to be amplied upon each passage 	
 In our experiments the radiation
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eld is not electromagnetic but acoustic and the cavity mirrors are formed
by the crystal end faces instead of optical mirrors but the principal idea is
much the same Hence the title of this chapter It is only fair to mention
that the repeated stimulated emission and the specic time interval Lv
were rst discovered by Fokker et al 	 The phenomenon could not be
quantitatively explained at that time Later experiments by Van Walree et
al 	 shed some light on the subject but unfortunately raised even more
questions The goal of this chapter is to present a complete picture The ba
sic idea is that with a proper knowledge of the experimental circumstances
the unanswered questions can be addressed As it turns out the coherent
theory set forth in chapter  is adequate in giving an accurate description
of the system
 Experimental details
The experimental setup is essentially the same as in chapter  with the
exception that imaging equipment was added in order to perform the ab
sorption measurements of section 
 below For the experiments we made
use of two rectangular crystals numbered II and III in table 

 The crystals
dier in size chromium concentration and more importantly orientation
Crystal II measures 

 mm

 and has a Cr

concentration of
 atppm The a axis is directed along the longest dimension while c axis
makes an angle of 

with the horizontal plane gure 
 The crystal was
placed in the cryostat in such a way that the dye laser beam travelled along
its a axis The angle between the magnetic eld and the c axis therefore was


 As for crystal III its dimensions are 
  
 mm

 and the
Cr

concentration is about  atppm In this case the laser beam ran
roughly parallel to the c axis with the aim of studying phonon propagation
along the c axis For the c axis to make an angle of 

with the magnetic
eld the crystal had to be rotated over 

inside the cryostat In this
situation the dye laser beam does not propagate completely in parallel with
the c axis It will be shown however that this is of no consequence
As for the conditions used the crystals were immersed in liquid helium
the temperature of which was kept at 
 K by means of regulated pump
ing The magnetic eld was usually adjusted to  T aiming to create
circumstances similar to the ones in chapter  notably c  
 cm

 Experimental details 
and T

  ms The inversion was realised by optical pumping with a
resonant laser pulse delivered by the NdYAGdye laser combination that
was described earlier Polarisation control was again available for crystal II
but for crystal III owing to the fact that the c axis of crystal III is parallel to
the direction of the laser beam polarisation was not an adjustable parame
ter The detection was nally done by careful collection of the luminescence
emitted by the crystal using the standard photon counting techniques de
scribed in chapter 

In part of the experiments another form of detection was necessary To
study the spatial dependence of the optical absorption of the laser light
imaging equipment was installed and used to make a sideview image of
the ruby crystal The additional setup is shown in gure 
 The main
component is a liquidnitrogen cooled CCD chargecoupled device camera
equipped with a Tek 
 CCD chip featuring a twodimensional 
 

25 Hz
50 Hz
8 ns
PC
controllerCCD
Nd:YAG
VD
693 nm
Figure  Additional components to the experimental setup mentioned before
in chapter  The new components include a CCD camera and a Bentham two
blade optical chopper set to a rotational frequency of  Hz which triggers a
variable time delay unit 	VD
 at  Hz The latter component in turn triggers the
NdYAG laser with a delay of  ms Also present are a detector controller unit for
the CCD and a personal computer 	PC
 for handling the data acquisition
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detector array This component is controlled by a Princeton Instruments
ST 
 detector controller which reads out the data from the CCD chip
and performs temperature stabilisation The controller itself is instructed
using a personal computer During the measurements the laboratory was
completely blackened to ensure that no stray light was present other than
the dye laser pulse The CCD housing includes a builtin shutter to physi
cally block acquisition during certain time intervals which would have been
helpful to prevent the scattered laser light from being detected by the CCD
grid This feature could not be used however because of the relatively long
time needed   ms to open or close the mechanical shutter
Instead we used a Bentham twoblade optical chopper to prevent the
scattered laser light from being detected by the CCD The chopper oper
ated at a rotational frequency of  Hz and triggered a variable time delay
Stanford Research Systems model DG  fourchannel digital delaypulse
generator at  Hz This device was merely used to trigger the NdYAG
laser with a delay of  ms Because of this particular setup the CCD was
only detecting the luminescence during the time interval from  to 
 ms
after ring the laser pulse In this time interval the phonon systems as
well as the spin system have reached equilibrium ensuring pure radiative
decay with a time constant 
R
of say  ms The setup thus allows for
twodimensional spatial detection of the initial population inversion
 The acoustic cavity
In the Introduction it was already noted that under certain circumstances
the acoustic wave inside the ruby crystal experiences several distinct stages
of amplication It was also noted that the time interval between two such
stages of stimulated emission equals Lv Apparently the crystal end faces
form an acoustic cavity which allows phonons travelling along the cavity
axis to return to their place of birth where they contribute to the process
of amplied stimulated emission This description is correct but raises the
question why amplication only takes place in the phonons native zone and
nowhere else inside the laserexcited pencil One way out of this problem
is to assume that the phonons are on speaking terms only with the Cr

twolevel systems in their own native zone Indeed there is some degree of
inhomogeneity in the magnetic eld supplied by the superconducting mag
 The acoustic cavity 
net which translates into a limited resonance length for the phonons inside
the laserexcited pencil However rigorous calculations of the homogeneity
of the magnetic eld lead to resonance lengths of the order of 
 mm in
stead of say a length of 
 mm needed to explain a stepwise development of
the relaxation 	 so that lack of resonance as the mechanism preventing
stimulated emission seems very unlikely
A second major problem is the question why amplication would take
place in one direction only  after a full round trip and not as the acoustic
wave is on the rebound In the earlier analysis directionality in the passage
through the active zone could not be avoided but had to be introduced
heuristically without adequate explanation
Figure  Growth of N

after excitation into E

using laser light polarised
either parallel 	k
 or perpendicular 	
 to the c axis The luminescence was collected
from the left cavity end of the crystal and for a fair comparison the laser power was
adjusted in the parallel case so as to correct for the loss in absorption 	as discussed
in section 
 The curves will be discussed in section 
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The third mystery that could not be explained was the surprising eect
brought about by varying the polarisation of the dye laser light An example
of this is shown in gure  The two displayed traces result from equal
experimental conditions with the one exception that for the top graph the
polarisation of the exciting laser light was parallel to the c axis k whereas
for the lower graph it was perpendicular  In order to make a fair com
parison the laser power was lowered in the perpendicular case to correct
for the increased absorption It should be noted that the luminescence was
collected from the laser entrypoint for reasons that will become clear later
The avalanche induced in the perpendicular case indeed shows up via a se
ries of sharp beats or steps for that matter At this point the solid curves in
gure  discussed further in section  may serve as a guides to the eye
As the polarisation changes from perpendicular to parallel orientation the
stepwise relaxation is destroyed until the beats are no more than faint bends
Another point worth mentioning is that the steps in the parallel case always
reach a higher value for N

N

 pointing to more favourable conditions
In the next section it will turn out that all three enigmas are explained
with knowledge of the exact absorption prole of the laser beam as it passes
through the ruby crystal In fact it will be shown that the shape of this
absorption prole is the principal condition responsible for the occurrence
of the periodical amplication of the acoustic wave inside the cavity We
therefore decided to precisely measure the spatial absorption of the laser
light inside the ruby crystal using the CCD setup of section 
 CCD experiments
In gure  we present the spatial excitation prole obtained with the
CCD setup for two dierent polarisations of the laser light used to populate
the E

level averaged over  of these laser pulses After separating out
the laserexcited pencil from the sideview image the intensity prole was
corrected for background light and for the few systematical defects in the
CCD grid bad spots Both data sets were normalised to unity at zero
depth to facilitate their comparison The proles seem to be completely
dierent but in fact they both are exponential with the absorption length 
dropping drastically when going from parallel to perpendicular polarisation
We performed a set of simple measurements changing the power of the
exciting laser beam to nd that the normalisation factor scales with the
 The acoustic cavity 
power used in agreement with the results of chapter  Fully related to
this also the absorption length  did not change signicantly For the
perpendicular case  was found to be 

 
   mm and for the
parallel case 
k
   
 mm The results for the parallel polarisations
are less reliable because of the lower absolute absorption and the longer
absorption length
Measurements of the inversion in which the polarisation was rotated from
parallel to perpendicular and back in a number of steps reproduced the cos 
dependence presented in gure 
 The absorption length showed the same
cos  dependence which is quite logical Energyconservation arguments
dictate that a change in the normalisation factor has to be compensated
Figure  Absorption of the exciting laser light in ruby crystal II for polarisa
tions parallel 	k
 and perpendicular 	
 to the c axis The data for N

versus the
distance x below the surface were obtained with a CCD camera and are normalised
to N

near the surface The decay is exponential in both cases with an absorption
length  equal to   and   mm respectively
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by an equal reciprocal change in the absorption length For the absorption
length we therefore arrive at the empirical relation
  
k
cos

  

sin

  

where  denotes the angle between the polarisation and the c axis These
results were obtained for ruby crystal II which has a Cr

concentration of
 atppm By reverting to other crystals with dierent Cr

concentra
tions it is of course possible to extend  to higher and lower values
 The acoustic wave
We are now in a position to fully explain the occurrence of the stepwise
relaxation in detail With reference to gure  the situation at hand is as
follows In case the polarisation of the laser light is chosen perpendicular
the excited zone is mainly located near the surface of entry which then acts
as a transmitter of phonons Outside this inverted zone either stimulated
emission does not reach appreciable proportions or the population density
is below the threshold of stimulated emission In any case no phonon ava
lanche will take o outside the excitation zone
Al2O3 : Cr
3+
693 nm
β β ||
Figure  Optical polarisation control provides a tunable length for the inverted
zone the typical size of which can be chosen from 

  mm to 
k
  mm
The acoustic wave travelling along the acoustic cavity is amplied inside this
amplication zone only Consequently amplication takes place after every full
round trip time Lv resulting in the stepwise relaxation of gure 
 The acoustic cavity 
In this description it is assumed that the acoustic wave takes o in the
direction of the laser beam only Indeed under favourable conditions ie a
beam diameter at least an order of magnitude smaller than the absorption
length  m or less no substantial phonon avalanche takes o in direc
tions other than the cavity axis This picture will incidentally be proven
to be correct by additional measurements in section  below It is fur
ther important to realise that the phonon resonance length introduced in
earlier work 	 was not caused by inhomogeneities in the magnetic eld
but actually was a direct result of the inversion residing near the surface
only The degree of inhomogeneity in the magnetic eld will be determined
quantitatively in chapter  and the outcome is that the phonons can be
regarded as being resonant virtually throughout the whole crystal
Because the amplication zone is located near the surface the acoustic
wave visits its native zone for amplication only once per time interval Lv
In earlier attempts to describe the data with a coherent model spinlattice
interaction was allowed in one direction only in order to arrive at this Lv
With our current knowledge of the problem this is obviously no longer nec
essary and spinlattice interaction is accordingly taken into account for both
directions throughout this work
In case the polarisation is perpendicular to the c axis only a small part
of the laserexcited pencil participates in stimulated emission giving rise to
steps at Lv gure  When the polarisation is parallel to the c axis
on the other hand the inverted zone is to a large extent smeared out along
the cavity axis As a result stimulated emission starts up over a substantial
range of positions so that the acoustic wave extends over a distance equal
to a good fraction of the cavity length While this because the time needed
for passage of the wave through the detection volume has increased in itself
already softens the steps in the relaxation the eects are exacerbated by the
circumstance that the travel times to the detection volume dier along the
pencil Instead of a step therefore a prolonged rise in N

N

is observed
until the most intense part of the wave originating from close to the surface
reaches the detection site at time Lv cf gure  In summary the
sharpness of the steps in the relaxation depends on the extent of the acoustic
wave which can be tuned with as little as a rotation of the polarisation of
the dye laser light
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 Theory and simulations
Under the favourable conditions leading to the stepwise relaxation of gure
 the acoustic wave builds up along the cavity axis and the phonon beam
diverges only very weakly Our model therefore comprises a onedimensional
chain of equalsized unit cells representing the laser pencil Every unit cell
along the onedimensional lattice is furnished with a population inversion
according to N

i  N

expiLN where i enumerates the cells L
is the length of the cavity N is the number of unit cells and  the op
tical absorption length Every unit cell is furthermore equipped with its
own set of wave amplitudes and spin polarisations These are controlled by
the set of equations  meaning that we make use of the coherent
theory derived in chapter  Spinlattice interaction was allowed in both
directions
The procedure that was followed to make these equations discrete is
adopted from reference 	 and is quite elegant It has the considerable
advantage that the terms in equation  describing the dephasing
are treated analytically The reection at the cavity mirrors is incorporated
by allowing only a fraction R of the acoustic wave to continue in the opposite
direction The simulation was written in a Fortran computer source code
and had the ability to perform ts to data sets in order to arrive at the
best set of parameters N

 T

  R U

 and 	

 In view of the particular
results of chapter  and section 
 however we pinned T

down to  ns
and inserted  according to equation 
 Also we set 	

equal to zero as
motived in chapter  For a crystal with a cavity length of about  mm
N   proved to be more than sucient
In all cases the coherent theory led to excellent agreement with the
experimental data Returning to gure  the parameters found for the
case of perpendicular polarisation are an initial population N

  



m

 an eective reection coecient R   and a startup wave
amplitude U

  fm These values seem very reasonable and agree with
our expectations The reection coecient R is less than than found in
chapter  which is obviously caused by the much larger cavity length in
combination with divergence of the laser beam Ballistic phonon losses are
much more severe For parallel polarisation the tted parameters are N


  


m

 R   and U

  fm Apart from a dierence in U


the model appears to be consistent under modication of the polarisation
 The acoustic cavity 
Figure  shows the typical evolution of the acoustic wave after a laser
pulse has inverted the spins as calculated by the simulation programme
described above The polarisation of the laser light was chosen transverse
to the c axis In the top graph referred to as a the rightgoing wave is
monitored just behind the left end face of the cavity when the wave is just
in the middle of amplication In the graph b the detection is performed
just in front of the right end face The time interval between the pulses
in gure  is of course equal to Lv with a delay of about Lv in case
b The extent of the acoustic wave is linked via the sound velocity v to the
width of the pulses which is about  s This indicates that the acoustic
wave extends over roughly  mm which can be reconciled with the fact that
the acoustic wave is produced over a distance of about twice the inverted
zone ie in this case 

  mm As is seen in gure  the acoustic
wave is more intense when it reaches point b This is because in point a the
Figure  Acoustic wave amplitude U
R
of the rightgoing wave versus time as
calculated by the simulation programme 	polarisation is perpendicular
 In case
	a
 the wave amplitude is monitored right behind the left cavity end while in 	b

detection is performed right in front of the right cavity end The acoustic wave is
much more intense when it reaches 	b
 because in 	a
 the acoustic wave has not
been fully amplied as it has not yet left the amplication zone
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acoustic wave has not yet left the amplication volume As time evolves
the reverberating acoustic wave continues to be amplied until it leaves
the inverted zone In common situations the wave amplitude jU
R
j reaches
absolute values as high as  fm which according to equation 
 points
to a phonon occupation number p of order 


 This is only slightly higher
than the outcome of attempts to t rate equations to the data presented
in chapter  Another thing worth commenting on is the evolution in the
shape of the pulses in gure  Inspired by previous work 	 we adopted
the startup pulse to be of symmetric parabolic shape It is clear that the
model strives to shape the pulses into a pointy asymmetric pulse For that
reason we tried several exotic pulse shapes for the startup pulse It turned
out however that the shape of the startup pulse is of minor importance to
the overall behaviour of the model
It should be noted that the repeated stimulated emission as presented
in gure  was initially explained by Fokker et al with a position depen
dent onedimensional model based on incoherent rate equations 	 Their
approach essentially comes down to performing the substitution dpdt 

p
t  v 
p
x in equation 
 removing the eective phonon loss term
p p


ph
 applying phonon losses at the cavity mirrors and allowing
stimulated emission to occur for passages in one direction only The inverted
zone was positioned in the middle of the laserexcited pencil which we now
know to be incorrect Within the limited experimental accuracy at the time
however this model appeared adequate Following Fokker et al we made
several attempts to model the system with incoherent rate equations but
now using the specic knowledge about the excitation prole and allowing
wave propagation in both directions instead of one direction only The
outcome is that the model is not capable of producing a relaxation pattern
with more than two stages of amplication as found in the experiments
The specic approach adopted by Fokker et al similarly fails to provide
more than two stages of stimulated emission When they introduced their
model the experimental setup had not advanced to the point that more than
two stages of amplication could be discerned The current experimental
setup on the other hand has the ability of measuring phonon avalanches
spread out over six stages of stimulated emission so that the failure of the
incoherent model to reproduce these phonon avalanches is no longer masked
by statistical noise in the signal We must therefore denitely conclude
that coherence is an essential element in explaining the data
 Additional experiments 
 Additional experiments
Three additional experiments are presented in this section First experi
ments are presented in which the laser power is varied The aim here is to
test the validity of the coherent model in more detail Next some insight
is gained in the conditions necessary to achieve prominent repeated acous
tic amplication in the direction of the cavity axis only After that it is
shown that the occurrence of repeated stimulated emission in ruby is not
restricted to the case of the cavity axis pointing along the crystalline a axis
but equally well occurs if the acoustic cavity is directed along the c axis
 Power dependence
In gure  a series of measurements is presented in which the only pa
rameter changed is the power of the dye laser beam used to populate the
upper doublet level E

 The labels indicate the specic power used The
photoncounting dwell time was  ns and averaging was accomplished over
no less than  laser pulses As for the experimental conditions crystal
II was lowered in the cryostat the doublet splitting was adjusted to the
usual c  
 cm

 and the spinlattice relaxation time amounted to
T

  ms The luminescence was collected from the left cavity end face
at the very point where the laser beam entered the ruby crystal The po
larisation of the laser light was chosen perpendicular to the c axis because
this polarisation yields the sharpest steps in the relaxation of N

N


Obviously lowering the laser power means lowering the population of the
E

level and this is seen as a decrease in the N

N

that is reached after
the rst stage of stimulated emission The second stage benets from this
because the inversion that is left to feed the stimulated phonon emission is
relatively higher The same typical behaviour is seen between the second
and the third stage of stimulation emission when the laser power is lowered
even further
The solid curves in gure  nearly almost completely covered by the
data points represent the best ts to the data obtained by the simulation
programme Only during the period of rest between the rst two stages of
stimulation emission a small discrepancy occurs This is because the exper
imentally found relaxation rate is somewhat higher than the spontaneous
relaxation rate 
  p

T

 for reasons that will be explained in section
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Figure  Population N

of the lower doublet level E

versus the time after
optical excitation into E

 for a series of laser powers The labels denote the laser
power used The data was collected from the inverted zone at the left cavity end
and the curves are ts to the data obtained with the coherent theory
 Additional experiments 
 Apart from this minor detail the model performs really well even
though we only allowed N

 R and U

to be varied in the tting process
The population densityN

derived from ts of the simulation programme
is plotted in gure  as a function of the laser power The dependence
found is roughly linear albeit not as impressive as in presented in chapter 
This was to be expected though and is a strong motivation and justication
for the experiments in chapter  where the experimental conditions were
simplied as much as possible The order of magnitude of N

agrees with the
N

found in chapter  The eective coecient for reection of the cavity
walls is about constant R   showing a slight decrease with the laser
power The U

of the startup pulse however shows a clear dependence
on the laser power dropping from  fm at  mW to  fm at  mW
This is what we expect as U

presumably results from quantummechanical
uctuations prior to take o of the avalanche as explained in chapter  A
higher N

in the system leads to a higher acoustic build up and accordingly
Figure  Initial population N

of the upper Zeeman level versus the laser
power used The points are the result of tting the coherent theory to the data in
gure  The dependence is roughly linear with the laser power as it should be
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a higher U

necessary to ensure the proper take o
As it appears the coherent model is able to explain the repeated am
plication of the acoustic wave inside the crystal cavity with a high degree
of accuracy for the whole range of laser powers It should be emphasized
however that where the primary goal of chapter  was to test the validity
of the coherent equations of motion here the primary concern has been the
performance of the model inclusive of an acoustic cavity
 Necessary conditions
The rst condition we consider is the diameter of the dye laser beam which
controls the degree of directionality of the phonon beam during the rst stage
of stimulated emission Figure  shows a set of phonon avalanches obtained
with almost the same the same experimental conditions in particular a
laser power of 
 mW perpendicular polarisation and detection at the
left cavity end The only parameter that was changed was the diameter of
the exciting laser beam This was realised by moving the focusing lens to a
position that resulted in the desired beam diameter cf gure 
 While
doing this the actual beam diameter could be monitored accurately using
the CCD setup In case the beam diameter was small compared to the
penetration depth 

of the resonant laser light the relaxation pattern was
regular in the sense that the normal period of rest is observed between
subsequent stages of stimulated relaxation
Things change when we decide to increase the diameter of the laser
beam ie decrease the directionality of the laserexcited pencil Although
the initial speed up still comes to a stop the relaxation rate in between the
rst two stages of stimulated emission now exceeds the thermal emission
rate 
  p

T

by far Since the beats in the relaxation still occur at time
intervals Lv it is clear that the majority of the phonons still are emitted
along the direction of the laser beam Because of the reduced direction
ality however signicant phonon avalanches can build up along directions
deviating from the laser beam and to some degree even perpendicular to
this direction The accumulative eect of these phonon avalanches in other
directions can be seen as a roughly constant increase in the relaxation rate
during the period of rest in between amplications
The constancy of the relaxation rate suggests that the avalanches in
directions other than the laser beam result in a more or less constant back
 Additional experiments 
ground of phonons in the hot zone To quantify this we make use of the
standard rateequation approach of equations 

 with the exception
that p

does not stand for the usual thermal equilibrium value of the pho
non occupation but rather for its average value in the hot zone The dotted
lines in gure  represent the average relaxation of N

N

in between the
rst two stages of stimulated emission The associated p

was determined
by solving equations 

 analytically with the proper initial conditions
and tting p

to the dotted lines The p

found range from 
 at the lowest
beam diameter to  at the highest ie in all cases much higher than the
Figure  Population N

 normalised to N

 for dierent beam diameters of
the exciting laser beam The labels denote the laser beam diameter 	e width

and the phonon occupation number p

of the hot zone during the period of rest
between two passages of the acoustic wave as explained in the text
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equilibrium value p

  On the other hand these p

are much lower
than the phonon occupation associated with the avalanche which runs up
to p  



Therefore to ensure that no serious phonon beam takes o in directions
other than the direction of the cavity axis and to preserve a stepwise devel
opment the spinlattice relaxation the beam diameter should not exceed
say  m Notice in this context that the undesired sideways avalanches
have a very long life time Although in gure  the eect of a widened
hot zone diminishes after the rst round trip this rather is due to the fact
that N

tends to approach N

 In the extreme situation that N

 N

the
slope dN

dt becomes minimal according to equations 


 Avalanches along the c axis
If the description given above is accurate and complete it should also be
possible to produce repeated stimulated emission along crystal directions
other than the a axis To verify this point we performed some experiments
on crystal III whose c axis points in the direction perpendicular to its largest
end faces To produce phonon action along the c axis the crystal was
placed in the optical cryostat with the laser beam entering the crystal in a
direction close to its c axis or to be specic at an angle of about 


so as
to ensure an angle of 

between the crystalline c axis and the magnetic
eld This angle can hardly be called a restriction for the development of
the avalanche because at the somewhat higher Cr

concentration 
atppm the absorption length 

amounts to 
 mm only barely larger
than the beam diameter of  m Apart from geometrical arguments the
avalanches will be aected by the fact that the matrix element for phonon
emission  depends on the direction of travel of the phonons 	


The experimental circumstances were the usual and convenient B 
 T and   

 resulting in T

  ms and c  
 cm

 The
temperature was kept constant at 
 K and the luminescence was collected
from the left cavity end Figure  presents typical examples of the mea
sured phonon avalanches along with labels denoting the actual laser power
used The primary goal here was not however to perform a detailed anal
ysis but to prove that repeated sound amplication in a cavity is possible
along directions other than the a axis as well As can be concluded from
gure  this is indeed the case A more close inspection of the data
 Additional experiments 
Figure  Phonon avalanches in crystal III after inversion of E	

E
 for the usual
B   T and   

 corresponding to T

  ms and c   cm

 The
polarisation of the laser light was perpendicular to the c axis and the labels denote
the actual laser power used The phonon avalanche develops in the direction of
the crystalline c axis instead of the a axis but remarkably the distance between
subsequent steps is not completely constant
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however leads to the disturbing observation that the time interval between
subsequent stages of stimulated emission is not constant With reference to
gure 
 the explanation is as follows
In ruby the longitudinal modes do not play an important role in stim
ulated emission as longitudinal phonons couple much weaker to the E

E
doublet than transverse phonons do 	
 We are therefore concerned with
the two transverse phonon branches denoted by T
 and T which have dis
junct velocities except along highsymmetry directions The predominant
velocity for avalanches along the a axis is  
 kms and this refers to
T
 phonons 	
 In the direction of a bisector of two a axes the phonon ve
locity is found to be  
 kms again for T
 phonons These values are
Figure  Phonon avalanche taken at a laser power of  mW and isolated
from gure  The dotted and solid lines indicate the instant of amplication for
phonon beams travelling at velocities of  and  kms These velocities are to
be associated with T and T phonons respectively
 Conclusions 
supported by rigorous calculations done by Rosch and Weis 	
 Looking
at the particular phonon avalanche presented in gure 
 it appears to be
driven by two types of phonons having dierent velocities This is indicated
by the solid and dotted lines which are drawn at times Lv Lv and
Lv   The time   
 s is the time needed for the phonon avalanche
to take o and v is   
 kms for the dotted lines and   
 kms
for the solid lines At each vertical line dotted or solid the relaxation is
enhanced and the only possible explanation is that we are dealing with both
T
 and T phonon beams traversing the crystal each at their own velocity
Obviously the steps associated with the T
 phonon beam dotted lines are
less profound and die out more quickly Even though the T
 phonons travel
at a higher velocity and arrive at their native zone before the T phonons
do they do not benet from this which points to a dierent coupling with
the spins  is also strongly dependent on polarisation
Rosch andWeis have performed rigorous calculations on phonon focusing
in sapphire Al

O

 and they found the group velocity along the c axis to
be 
 kms for both T
 and T phonons which obviously diers from our
ndings The explanation for this discrepancy is that the crystalline c axis
is not strictly perpendicular to the largest faces but is tilted from the cavity
axis by a few degrees The eect of such a small deviation is indeed drastic
because in sapphire the wave normal and group velocity dier strongly in
direction near the c axis According to the calculations by Rosch and Weis
presented by them in the form of graphs an angle of 

 

would be
sucient to explain the minor discrepancy for T
 phonons and an angle of


 

to explain the somewhat larger discrepancy for T phonons
In conclusion repeated sound amplication is possible along various pho
non focusing directions However in order to avoid both transverse phonon
branches to take part the c axis is not suitable as the cavity axis presumably
because neither couples dominantly with the spins
 Conclusions
Stimulated emission of phonons is observed after optical excitation of the
upper component of the Zeemansplit E

E Kramers doublet of Cr

in
cuboidal ruby crystals Under favourable conditions the relaxation process
surprisingly takes place via a number of distinct stages of stimulated emis
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sion The phonons actually team up into a directional phonon beam which
travels along the laserexcited pencil perpendicular to the crystal end faces
The two end faces apparently make up an acoustic cavity Each time the
phonon beam reects of one of the cavity mirrors it returns to its native
zone and is amplied at the expense of the remaining population inversion
In order to understand this phenomenon it is vital to have complete
knowledge of the absorption of the laser light along the laserexcited pencil
as this is the amplication medium Attempts to measure the absorption
prole with a CCD camera turned out to be very successful The absorption
of the resonant laser light is exponential with an absorption length  that
depends on the polarisation of the laser light in relation to the direction
of the crystalline c axis At perpendicular polarisations for instance the
absorption length  is only 
 mm growing to about  mm for the parallel
polarisations
The obvious consequence is that for perpendicular polarisation the in
version is more or less concentrated in a small volume just below the surface
of the crystal The phonon beam is created inside this inversion zone and
is amplied each time it visits this zone As the phonon beam builds up
preferentially along the laserexcited pencil the phonons have to cover a
distance L to return to the inverted zone which accounts for the time in
terval Lv between subsequent stages of amplication In the parallel case
the amplication zone is smeared out and amplication takes place over a
much longer distance The distinct stages of stimulated emission then merge
together and the acoustic wave is no longer pulsed but extends over nearly
the entire crystal By changing the polarisation of the dye laser light the
extent of the inverted zone can be altered and consequently the extent of
the acoustic wave
To further test the interpretation given above we performed numerical
simulations based on the coherent equations of motion of chapter  com
bined with our new knowledge of the experimental circumstances Inspired
by the results of chapter  we used T

  ns and  according to equation

 on the basis of the CCD experiments With these parameters the model
works remarkably well explaining all aspects of the system Additional ex
periments on the necessary conditions again demonstrate that the phonon
beam builds up along the laserexcited pencil only and the diameter of the
exciting laser beam should be small compared to the penetration depth 
of the resonant laser light Finally it is shown that repeated stimulated
References 
emission is not restricted to the case in which the cavity axis coincides with
one of the a axes but equally well occurs for other orientations In an ex
periment where the cavity axis is close to the c axis the phonon avalanche
is driven by both the T
 and T phonon branches
The analogy of the system with an optical laser was already noted in
the Introduction As in an optical laser the radiation eld is the result of
stimulated emission after inversion of a twolevel system and is conned in
a cavity to ensure that the wave revisits its native zone to be amplied with
each passage The analogy with the present case of an acoustic wave is even
more striking if we compare the coherent equations of motions of chapter 
with the set of laser equations in reference 	 On the other hand where
coherence is a fundamental property of the optical laser coherence does not
appear to be all that important for its acoustic counterpart in view of the
results of chapter  Still there is convincing prove that the basic ingredients
and necessary conditions for a phonon laser have been established
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CHAPTER
Variation of the resonance
length
 Introduction
The preceding chapter has shown that under certain conditions an acous
tic wave can be amplied a great number of times while reverberating in an
acoustic cavity containing an ensemble of resonant inverted twolevel sys
tems In the specic situation the zone hosting the inverted twolevel sys
tems was localised and amplication occurred whenever the acoustic wave
visited the zone it arose from It was furthermore shown that the extent
of the inverted zone and thus the resulting amplication could be changed
by varying the polarisation of the exciting laser light In this chapter we
report on an alternative way to control the amplifying properties of the
acoustic medium or rather the ensemble of twolevel systems it contains In
the experiments presented below we make use of a small laboratorymade
splitcoil magnet to generate a small eld gradient additive to the already
existing magnet eld thereby controlling the resonance frequency of the
inverted twolevel systems that produce the phonons
It should be noted that experiments where a magnetic eld gradient was
used to aect the resonance length of phonons in ruby were rst reported

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by Fokker et al 	
 They found a phonon resonance length of   mm
in the absence of an induced eld gradient which was claimed to arise ex
clusively from the inhomogeneity of the main magnetic eld As it will turn
out in the remainder of this chapter it was actually the nite penetration
depth of the laser light that was measured The important step forward re
sulting from the present work is that the experiments are explained within
the scope of a coherent theory whereas Fokker et al used a set of incoherent
rate equations
 Experimental setup
To produce a magnetic eld gradient along the cavity axis a splitcoil mini
magnet was constructed consisting of two superconducting coils placed in
a coil housing gure 	 The coils were made of NbTi wire and each coil
consisted of  windings with radii ranging from  to  mm NbTi is a
superconducting alloy and very useful for the purpose mainly because of its
strong mechanical properties Its critical temperature furthermore is well
above the temperature inside the relevant part of the cryostat and permits
the use of high magnetic elds which is a requirement for the experiment
A desired eld gradient can be applied by sending equal but oppositely
directed currents through the two coils
For the coils to produce a sizeable gradient in the magnetic eld it is
necessary that the coils be placed in parallel to the coils of the main mag
net We would have preferred the axis of the acoustic cavity to lie along the
joint axis of the coils as well With our set of crystals however this would
entail an angle of 

between the c axis and the magnetic eld This is
undesirable because according to equation 	 the spinlattice relaxation
time then far exceeds the millisecond range making launching of a phonon
avalanche require high powers Apart from this it would complicate mat
ters by spoiling the optical Zeeman spectrum that is normally made up of
equidistant transitions
The compromise made rotating the crystal II over an angle of about


 is outlined graphically in gure 	 This small angle permits excitation
to be carried out while the angle  between the magnetic and the c axis
amounts to 

 and the polarisation of the laser light can be taken perpen
dicular to the c axis The eld gradient however is somewhat smaller along
 Experimental setup 
this orientation As for the strength of the eld gradient from the dimen
sions of the splitcoil minimagnet and the geometry we calculated that the
eld gradient along the cavity axis amounts to dBdx  	 Tmm at
	 A of current or ddx  	 MHzmm in terms of the frequency splitting
of the E

E doublet
The maximal current that could be used before quenching was about
 mA which is lower than the critical current for the NbTi wire used All
other experimental conditions were comparable to those in chapter  apart
from the temperature which was deliberately adjusted to the higher value
of 	 K to reduce disturbance of the regulated pumping of the helium bath
by residual heat from the minimagnet The detection was performed in the
standard way described in chapter  ie at the left crystal end face
coil housing
+
+ detection
laser pulse
693 nm
Figure  The crystal is positioned in a small coil housing in between a set of
oppositely wound superconducting coils and rotated over an angle of about 	

 The
whole assembly is lowered into the main magnetic 
eld inside the cryostat cf 
gure
 and kept at the temperature of the helium bath The current passing through
the coils can be controlled externally
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 Experiments
 Tuning the phonon resonance length
Figure  in fact is a good illustration of the eect that is brought about
by the introduction of a eld gradient inside the amplifying medium Trace
a was recorded under ordinary conditions in this case a laser power of
 mW and perpendicular polarisation Trace b was taken directly af
terwards under the same conditions but with a current of  mA running
through the coils of the minimagnet This current corresponds to a gradient
of   MHzmm in the frequency of the twolevel transition ie more than
Figure  Population N

of the lower doublet level E

versus the time nor
malised to the initial population N

of the upper level E

 a Regular phonon
avalanche for c   cm

 T

  ms and P  		 mW b Identical
circumstances except for a 
eld gradient applied along the direction of the cavity
axis shortening the resonance length
 Experiments 
enough to spoil resonance within the inverted zone at the left cavity end
The explanation of gure  is pretty obvious By applying a gradient
in the magnetic eld we have introduced a gradient in the doublet levels
along the laserexcited pencil Doing so we have decreased the distance
over which emitted phonons stay resonant with the twolevel systems they
encounter on their journey along the pencil Accordingly the relaxation
comes to a premature stop during the rst few cycles of amplication while
in further cycles enough inversion remains for further growth We therefore
have found another form of control over the amplication length next to the
penetration depth of the laser light as explained in chapter  A sideeect
of applying a eld gradient is that we have broadened the bandwidth of the
participating phonons to some degree At the currents used however the
broadening is not that drastic and can be ignored
 Simulations
If we wish to explain the eect presented in gure  in terms of our theo
retical model we in principle have to account for the frequency distribution
amongst the phonons and build some frequency selectivity into the model
This would however complicate things to an unacceptable level The ap
proach we used instead does not incorporate the resonance length via the
phonons but via the spin systems This very simple procedure comes down
to calculating the resonant population inversion N

res
 as seen at depth x by
phonons originating at the surface which is also the point of detection in
the experiments Hence we have
N

res
x  N

exp x exp ln  

  	
where  as before describes the nite penetration of the exciting laser light
and the last exponential function expresses a convolution of two Gaussian
line shapes with a full width at half maximum FWHM of  We further
assume the frequency to vary according to   

 ddxx where 

refers to the contribution to the inhomogeneity by the main magnetic eld
which we assume to be linear in x Equation 	 now has the form
N

res
x  N

exp x exp x

  
from which we nd the resonance length  to read
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

	



	


 
where 

represents the inhomogeneity in the main magnetic eld and




p
ln 

d
dx



is the phonon resonance length imposed by the eld gradient if the magnetic
eld supplied by the superconducting magnet were homogeneous Notice
that 

can be derived from the eld gradient and the system parameters
whereas  follows from adjustment of simulated developments of N

N

with time to the experiment
 Results
Figure  presents a selection of a series of measurements taken as a function
of the current through the coils The conditions were as previously except
for the polarisation of the laser light which was adjusted to make an angle
of 

with the c axis According to equation 	 the penetration depth
of the laser light thus extends to    mm This is comfortable as the
eect of the magnetic eld gradient sets in sooner than in the case of a pure
perpendicular polarisation The longer penetration depth also explains why
the duration of stimulated emission is longer
The curves in gure  are the result of tting the coherent theory in
clusive of equation  to the data The agreement is good The simulations
were performed with the dephasing time T

xed to  ns and  xed to
 mm The population inversion N

and reection coecient R were t
ted but not allowed to vary within the data set for obvious reasons with
the results N

 	 	

mm

and R   The results for the inverse
resonance length are presented in gure  On the vertical axis we plot
ted 	 obtained from simulating the observed development of N

N

with
time On the horizontal axis 	

is plotted The relation appears to be
linear as we would expect from equation  in the event the eects of 

are insignicant
The slope of the line however is not equal to unity but amounts to
  	 indicating a possible deciency in the way we incorporated the
resonance length into the model Other possible explanations are i the
 Experiments 
Figure  A series of phonon avalanches in crystal II The polarisation of the
laser light was 	

from the c axis The parameter varied was the current passing
through the coils and consequently the resonance length of the phonons inside
the cavity The curves are 
ts to the data obtained with the coherent theory of
chapter  with the one exception that equation  instead of equation  was
used for the population inversion The laser power was 		 mW
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achieved eld gradient was overestimated ii the line width of the E

E
transition    MHz was underestimated iii 

is not a constant
and iv the penetration depth  of the laser light was somewhat dierent
because of a small deviation in the angle of polarisation Explanations i
and ii seem unlikely because the error in the gradient could not be that
large while the line width of the E

E transition in ruby is welldened

 Explanation iii also seems unlikely in view of the small value found
for 	

 	 mm

 but explanation iv does not seem unrealistic
as modication of  could mimic a resonance length As for 

 given the
accuracy of the measurements it is not possible to comment on its value
but we do want to stress that the phonon resonance length appears to be
at least on the order of the cavity length and certainly not on the order
Figure  On the vertical axis we have plotted the inverse resonance length
 as obtained from simulations of the data of 
gure  On the horizontal axis
is presented the induced inverse resonance length 

calculated from the actual
currents used Errors in 

depend on the geometry of the coils and the crystal
and are proportional to the current The straight line is a 
t Its slope is  
 Experiments 	
of a millimeter as had been suggested in the past 	
 A last point that
is somewhat related to this is that changing the direction of the magnetic
eld gradient did not substantially change the outcome of the experiments
indicating a symmetric situation and therefore a large value of 


It is only fair to mention that experiments in which magnetic eld gra
dients were used to aect the resonance length of phonons were earlier per
formed by Fokker et al 	
 The experiments presented here dier in three
important aspects namely i the experimental accuracy is much higher ii
the experiments are explained within the scope of a coherent theory instead
of an incoherent one and iii the resonance length found from the simula
tions is the intrinsic resonance length of the phonons and is not partially
due to the penetration depth of the laser light This last remark is impor
tant because it explains the discrepancy between our results and those of
Fokker in terms of the inhomogeneity of the main magnetic eld
 Experiments with light polarisation
According to equation  it is feasible to reduce the extent of the excited
zone  articially by decreasing the resonance length of the phonons This
was demonstrated in the previous sections for among other things perpen
dicular polarisation where the penetration depth of the laser light is about
	 mm As explained in chapter  the growth of N

does not take place in
a stepwise manner for parallel polarisations because of the relatively high
penetration depth of the laser light   mm In principle it should be
possible to reduce the resonance length  in this situation so that it can
compete with the absorption length 
k
 A quick calculation shows that we
must have  as short as 	 mm or 	 mA in terms of the current through
the minimagnet
Figure  presents such a situation All traces a b and c were
obtained at parallel polarisation The laser power and geometry along with
all the other parameters relevant to the system were also the same Traces
b and c however dier from trace a in that a sizeable eld gradient was
applied along the cavity axis This obviously leads to a loss in amplication
of the phonons upon passing the inverted zone The observation in gure
 of distinct steps in the relaxation also is evidence for the correctness
of the explanations given in chapter  with regard to the problem of the
smearing eect
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Figure 	 Struggle of E

towards equilibrium for a parallel polarisation and
b and c parallel polarisation but with 
eld gradients corresponding to  and
 mA applied along the cavity axis respectively In case a the system reaches
its saturation inversion almost immediately because of the long ampli
cation path
for the phonons whereas in cases b and c the relaxation is taking place in a
number of distinct steps because of the reduced resonance length
 Conclusions
We have used a splitcoil minimagnet to provide a gradient in the mag
netic eld that makes the E

E level splitting vary with the distance In
this way it is possible to shorten the length over which phonons remain res
onant with the twolevel systems they encounter on their ballistic journey
along the cavity axis The experiments performed clearly show a decrease in
the amplication that would normally occur when the acoustic wave passes
through its native zone A eld gradient can therefore be regarded as a
means to control the amplication by the excited zone
When performing systematic experiments using both positive and neg
ative gradients it turns out that the resonance length of the phonons can
References 
only be shortened This implies that the resonance length in the absence of
the articial eld gradient is at least an order of magnitude larger than was
suggested in the past 	
 In fact the resonance length found here was for
the greater part determined by the penetration depth  of the laser light
The simulations we performed to explain the measurements were based
on the coherent theory outlined in chapters  and  but patched with the
additional feature of a resonance length according to equation  Fur
ther experiments provided additional proof for the explanations given in
chapter  regarding the observation that the stepwise development of the
stimulated emission does not occur for parallel polarisation of the exciting
laser light According to equation  it is possible to lower the resonance
length till the point that we can observe a stepwise relaxation even for par
allel polarisations
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CHAPTER
Phonon migration
 Introduction
The previous chapters have focused on issues such as i gaining insight into
the conditions that are necessary to achieve repeated amplication of sound
waves in a cavity ii presenting a proper theory and developing a model
to explain the experimental data and iii changing the experimental con
ditions and verifying whether the theoretical model is capable of describing
the resulting changes in the avalanches The overall conclusion of these
studies was that the process of repeated stimulated emission in ruby is well
understood up to a great detail
In this chapter we will consider the capability of the Zeemansplit E

E
Kramers doublet in ruby to act as a detector for phonon migration rather
than to act an as a phonon source or phonon amplier alone This is ac
complished in experiments where population inverted zones are created at
both ends of the crystal cavity A resonant acoustic wave migrating from
one end of the crystal to the other should then be detected at the time
of arrival at the opposite side provided the inverted zones are at resonance
with one another The experiments show that the phonons emitted from
the other side are indeed detected This is most direct evidence for the
occurrence of phonon migration and the build up of a phonon beam It is
also the denitive proof of the existence of an acoustic cavity in which these

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phonons reverberate
The setup further allows us to conduct experiments to determine the
spectral distribution of the phonons participating in the phonon avalanche
This is done by sweeping the central frequencies of the two inverted zones
with respect to one another by applying a magnetic eld gradient along the
cavity axis Finally we present the results of an experiment in which one of
the inverted zones acting as a detector is moved over a crystal end face to
measure the spatial distribution of the phonons arriving from the opposite
end face Doing so we can determine the divergence of the phonon beam
following a phonon avalanche
 Experimental details
Again we refer to section 	
 and in particular gure 	
 for a detailed
description of the basic setup used The new ingredient is a simple optical
beam splitter to produce a second fully resonant light pulse This second
beam excites the crystal at the opposite side of the cavity with the obvious
aim of creating phonon avalanches at both ends of the cavity In most
cases the two laser beams were focused down to a waist of about  m
in diameter to improve the directionality of the resulting phonon beams
One of the laser beams could be shifted over the crystal surface with an
accuracy of 	 m
The ruby sample that was used in the experiments was crystal II of
table 		 The relevant cavity length of the crystal is  mm In most
cases the crystal was mounted in the cryostat in exactly the same manner
as described in chapter  ie with both laser beams directed along one of
its a axes and with the c axis making an angle of 

with the magnetic
eld The magnetic eld was adjusted to 
 T The Zeeman splitting of
the Kramers doublet under these conditions is equal to 	 cm

 while at
a temperature of 	
 K the spinlattice relaxation time equals T

  ms
Polarisation control of the laser light was available for both laser beams
and the polarisations were adjusted perpendicular to the crystalline c axis
in all the experiments This was to minimize the penetration depth of the
laser light and in this way the extent of the inverted zones The detection
of the luminescence took place at one of the two inverted zones whichever
was the most convenient
 Phonon migration 
In one of the experiments both inverted zones were swept through mu
tual resonance by applying a magnetic eld gradient on top of the main mag
netic eld This eld gradient was supplied by the splitcoil minimagnet
that was already described earlier in section 
 All other conditions were
the same except for the range of currents used In chapter 
 currents up
to  mA were no exception whereas here we used at most  mA This
is convenient as the eective phonon amplication length in the phonons
native zone is not yet aected at these low eld gradients The eect of the
eld gradient therefore is to control the resonance between the two inverted
zones and nothing more
 Phonon migration
Previous chapters have conned themselves to onedimensional approaches
of the ruby system The justication for this is that only phonons emit
ted along the laserexcited pencil ie along the cavity axis can return to
the amplication zone to play a further role In this sense the process can
indeed be seen as onedimensional Besides with our optical method of de
tection it is only possible to detect phonons along the laserexcited pencil
and preferably at the laser entrypoint It is therefore not possible to ob
tain information about the angular distribution of phonons after a phonon
693 nm
Al2O3 : Cr
3+
693 nm
Figure  Using two opposite laser beams phonon avalanches are created at
both sides of the acoustic cavity The resulting phonon beams interact with Cr

ions in the native zone of the opposite acoustic wave provided the inverted zones
are resonant with each other
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avalanche and secondly our detection method cannot distinguish between
phonons of dierent directions
To overcome this problem we have set up an experiment in which we
created an inverted zone at either end of the cavity This was realised by
letting two opposite laser beams penetrate the ruby crystal The procedure
is shown schematically in gure 	 Because of the localised excitation
two phonon avalanches take o each at its own side of the cavity The two
avalanches evolve essentially independently of each other until they reach
the other inverted zone where they are amplied at the expense of the
remaining inversion The additional relaxation of the E

E doublet can
therefore be used to detect the acoustic wave generated at the other end of
the crystal
Figure  The population N

of the lower E

E	 level normalised to the pop

ulation N

residing in the upper level following optical pumping a	 Generation
and detection near the left end face only b	 Phonons are generated at either end
face using two opposite laser beams while the detection is at the left face only The
curves are ts to the data obtained with the coherent theory
 Phonon migration 
Figure  presents two typical examples of stimulated relaxation in the
E

E doublet In a the crystal was excited at the left end only which is
the situation pertaining to the previous chapters The time interval between
two stages of stimulated emission in this case equals Lv In b the crystal
was excited at both ends of the cavity The steps in the relaxation now take
place with time intervals Lv The interpretation is the following The speed
up in the relaxation at an even number of time intervals Lv  Lv   
is due to native phonons whereas at an odd number of time intervals Lv
Lv Lv    the acceleration is caused by phonons originating from the
other inverted zone
This is quite a remarkable result and evidences that i the phonons are
resonant at either end of the laserexcited pencil ii the phonon avalanches
are given birth and amplied in localised inverted zones located at the crys
tal end faces iii the phonon propagation is highly directional and directed
along the laserexcited pencil and iv phonon migration can successfully be
studied by the scheme of gure 	 As for i we had already established
in chapter 
 that the phonon resonance length is at least on the order of
the crystal length while statement ii was already veried in chapter 
As concerns iii this is the best possible proof that the main propagation
direction is along the cavity axis
But these three points are of no real interest to us now We would rather
focus on property iv ie phonon migration and its detection With this
in mind we rst did some experiments that involved changing the power
of the two laser beams The aim of this task was to determine the most
favourable combination of N

s ie the range of laser powers that enables
us to cover the highest relevant range of phonon densities with our detec
tion zone The series of traces in gures  and 
 were taken under the
conditions discussed in section  with both laser beams overlapping as
much as possible In gure  we present typical measurements that dier
only in the power of the rst laser beam ie the laser beam responsible for
inverting the detection volume It appears that measurement c was taken
under the best suitable conditions because the phonon induced speed up in
the relaxation at time Lv  	 s is recorded to better advantage than
in situations a and b We note however that the initial speed up in the
time interval up to Lv ie before the avalanche from the other end has
rst arrived is needed to calibrate the initial population inversion N

at the
detection end In view of this phonon avalanches such as in gure c are
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Figure  Phonon avalanches are created at both ends of the cavity with a
xed N

at the right end but dierent initial population inversions N

at the
left detection	 end The labels denote the detection
end laser powers while the
right
end laser power is  mW
Figure  Luminescent relaxation of E

E	 near the left end face of the crystal
following simultaneous excitation at both ends for various laser power used to excite
the right inverted zone The laser power exciting the left inverted zone invariably
is  mW The full curves are ts of the coherent theory
 Theory and simulations 
less desirable and we normally contented ourselves with situations such as
in gure b for which neither of the phonon avalanches is really superior
to the other
In gure 
 the parameter that was varied was the power of the second
laser beam in contrast to gure  The power of the second beam ran up
from zero ie absent to  mW while the the rst laser beam was given
a xed power of 
 mW The curves in gures   and 
 are the result
of tting the theory set forth in the next section Apparently the theoretical
model is capable of explaining the data in a satisfactory manner
 Theory and simulations
To convert the stepwise development as observed in for instance trace b
in gure  into phonon occupation number and wave intensities we rely
on the model based on the coherent equations of motion of chapter  The
implementation of these equations in an acoustic cavity was outlined in
chapter  and we only have to account for the additional laser beam This
is done by lling every unit cell along the onedimensional lattice with a
population inversion according to
N

i  N


expiLN

 N


expN  iLN

  	
where 

and 

depend on the polarisations of the laser beams and N

is
indexed as the laser beams may be of dierent energy Notice that in practise
we take 

 

 

to prevent the inverted zones from merging together
This procedure results in an adequate description as can be concluded from
the solid curves in gures   and 

The onedimensional approach of equation 	 however is inadequate
in the event the laser beams do not overlap and the avalanches are not
collinear This experimental situation is discussed in section  below with
the aim to determine the directionality of the avalanche To understand the
nature of the problem suppose both laser beams are parallel but a distance
apart Phonon avalanche will take o at either side in the normal way in
a limited range of directions as dened by the geometries of the inverted
zones The line connecting the two zones however is at an angle with
the cavity axis as well as the preferential direction of propagation of the
avalanches On arrival after time Lv at the other end the phonon beams
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will therefore skirt the opposite inverted zone rather than pass through it
In the onedimensional model they thus are amplied to too large a degree
If we content ourselves with a description up to return of each avalanche to
its own native zone ie up to times Lv however the onedimensional
approach remains usable by adopting an eective N



Another point that needs to be addressed is the fact that acoustic waves
travelling along dierent angles encounter dierent population inversions
along their trajectories For that reason we calculate an estimate expression
for the population inversion along trajectories that make an angle with the
cavity axis We start by writing down the population inversion density N

inside the crystal as
N

x y  N

exp z exprd

 
where z and r are cylindrical coordinates in the frame of reference made
up by the crystal end face and the axis of the laser beam The origin
z   r   is the place of birth of most phonons We have assumed
a Gaussian beam prole which actually turned out to be pretty accurate
when we veried this with our CCD imaging setup As for the parameters
in equation   is the absorption length inside the ruby crystal already
dened in equation 	 and d stands for the full 	e waist of the laserexcited
pencil
If a trajectory making an angle  with the laser beam is measured by
a coordinate z

 we have z

 z
p
	 m

 with m  tan Along this
trajectory therefore
N

z

  N

exp z



 expz

d



 
where 

 
p
	 m

and d

 	  m

m

 Of course equation  is
an approximation as not all phonons depart from the point z  r   It
has nevertheless successfully been used in the simulations to be presented
in section  below where angles up to 	

were realised To illustrate the
need for equation  we refer to gure  where the population inversion
along the trajectory is plotted for several angles  The net extent of the
inversion zone turns out to be drastically smaller already for a few degrees
deviation
 Spatial phonon distribution 
Figure  Initial population N

of the upper doublet level along ve dierent
phonon trajectories Each trajectory leaves the left crystal end face in the center
of the laser
excited pencil but makes a specic angle with the cavity axis The
curves represent equation  and the labels denote the angular deviation of the
trajectory from the cavity axis
 Spatial phonon distribution
In this section we demonstrate that the E

E doublet may be used to
measure the spatial distribution of the resonant phonons as well as the di
vergence of a phonon beam following a phonon avalanche This is shown in
an experiment where inverted zones are created at both sides of the crys
tal cavity in the way described at the beginning of the chapter The new
element is that the zone detecting phonons coming from the opposite end
is scanned over the surface This is accomplished by parallel displacement
of the relevant exciting laser beam The procedure is shown schematically
in gure  The diameter of the generating and probing zones determines
the spatial resolution They were tuned to somewhat less than  m
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detection
zone
phonon
sourcemovable
phonon beam
Figure  Spatial detection of the divergent phonon beam by a movable detec

tion zone probing the surface for incoming phonons
In gure  we present a selection of the data collected The labels in
the gure refer to the only parameter that was varied in the experiment
namely the distance between the two laser beams which could be adjusted
with an accuracy of 	 mm As for the other experimental conditions the
laser beams were given energies such that the speed up in the relaxation at
Lv was maximal at the point where the beams fully overlapped This was
realised at laser powers of  mW to invert the detection zone and  mW
to invert the generating zone
Figure  clearly indicates that the phonon beam has spread out to
quite an extent after having migrated to the opposite end This follows
from the height of the second step which disappears for a beam separation
of about 	 mm corresponding to an angle of roughly 

for a cavity length of
 mm It is important to emphasize that the height of these steps is not
a direct measure of the intensity of the incoming phonon pulse but rather
corresponds to the number of phonons released in the detection volume by
stimulated emission that is triggered by the incoming phonon beam We
therefore need the theoretical model described in section 
 to derive the
intensity of the incoming phonon pulse from the measured step height
The modications to the model necessary to include phonon trajecto
ries at dierent angles were already described in section 
 above Both
zones were assumed to be excited with perpendicular polarisations  


 	 mm according to equations 	 and  Notice that we allow
waves tracking dierent trajectories in real space to travel on the same one
dimensional lattice in the simulations As already pointed out this limits
 Spatial phonon distribution 
Figure  The angular distribution of phonon migration is studied by moving
one of the inverted zones over its crystal end face while keeping the other zone
xed The latter serves as phonon source whereas the former is used as detector of
the emitted phonons The labels denote the position of this detector in millimeter
relative to the position at which the laser beams overlap
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our approach to times smaller than Lv except for the special case of zero
displacement in gure  for which the theoretical t is shown over the full
time range displayed
The simulations were set up in the following way First the tting pa
rameters belonging to the detection zone alone were determined by tting
to data taken with a single laser beam incident from the left After that
the results for N


 r and U

were xed and the second inverted zone was
activated to account for the twolaserbeam data Notice that the precise
parameters of this second zone are not that relevant because we only use
the acoustic wave that is emitted toward the detection end of the cavity
The resulting wave amplitudes jU
L
j are plotted against the angle of the
trajectory with the cavity axis in gure 
Figure  Amplitude jU
L
j of the left
propagating acoustic wave just before it
reaches the detection zone as a function of the angle between its trajectory and
the cavity axis The jU
L
j are found from tting the theoretical approach described
in section  to the data presented in gure  The dashed curve connects the
data points the solid curve is a Gaussian The phonon beam appears to be highly
directional as it is contained in a spread of angles of about 

at half maximum
 Spatial phonon distribution 
The full width at half maximum of the prole which does not appear to
be strictly Gaussian is about 		

 Note that jU
L
j

 which is proportional
to the phonon occupation number p has a full width of 

 The result once
again emphasizes the high directionality of the phonon beam departing from
an inverted zone Also note that after reection by the crystal end face only
a small fraction of the phonon beam determined by the divergence of the
phonon beam the diameter of the inverted zone and the phonon losses
suered returns to the inverted zone to be amplied
At this point a few short remarks are in order First in the experiment
the detection zone is moved over the surface of the crystal a procedure that
could lead to undesired side eects We did some additional measurements
where the second laser beam was blocked and the detection zone was moved
in the way described above The phonon avalanches turned out to be com
pletely independent of the exact position of the detection zone on the crystal
end face This is a strong indication that there are no side eects caused by
the limited size of the crystal
A second point concerns the question whether opposite zones are res
onant with one another As we will see in the next section the magnetic
eld is weakly inhomogeneous In terms of the doublet splitting the inho
mogeneity amounts to 	 MHz over the length of the crystal compared to
a half value width of  MHz cf gure 	 below Obviously this slight
deviation from resonance may to some extent aect the overall amplitude
but not the shape of the curves in gure 
As for the angular distribution interesting results have been presented
by Hu 	 who recorded a divergence of about 	

for a phonon beam made
up of cm

phonons in ruby following resonant optical excitation The
experimental conditions were comparable to ours in the sense that a similar
diameter of the exciting laser beam 	 m and the same light polarisation
were used On the other hand the phonons propagated along the c axis
The results are much alike which can be seen as an indication that the
divergence of the phonon beam is to a high degree determined by the shape
of the excitation zone and only weakly by phonon focusing eects 

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We will now present an EPRlike experiment from which we will determine
the frequency distribution of the phonons that participate in a phonon ava
lanche This frequency distribution normally coincides with the transition
line shape of the twolevel system supplying these phonons in this particular
case the Zeemansplit E

E Kramers doublet in dilute ruby The experi
ment that was conducted is actually a hybrid of the experiments performed
in chapter 
 and the previous section Phonon avalanches are again created
at either side of the crystal but the two inverted zones are swept through
resonance by applying a small magnetic eld gradient on top of the static
magnetic eld already present
This magnetic eld gradient was supplied by the laboratorymade split
coil magnet introduced in chapter 
 For the way the ruby crystal was
mounted in the cryostat and for the specic geometry of laser beams and
crystal axes we also refer to this chapter The eld gradients used were
about 	 times smaller than in chapter 
 This is because the gradient has
to extend over the length of the crystal instead of the size of the inverted
zones Another point worth mentioning is that because of the small heating
eect of the coils the temperature was set to a somewhat higher value than
the lowest attainable 	 K to be precise This is still way below the minimal
temperature needed to suppress Orbach and Raman processes
A small collection of experimental results is shown in gure  The
measured traces were taken under identical experimental conditions apart
from the current through the coils and the concomitant gradient in the
magnetic eld The labels in the gure denote the currents that were used
The two laser beams were given powers of  and 
 mW and they were
focused down to a waist of about  m Interesting behaviour is found in
the range  to  mA It is seen that the speed up in the relaxation at
time Lv  	 s caused by resonant phonons from the opposite inverted
zone is reduced when increasing the magnetic eld gradient apart from the
measurements at 	 mA and  mA where the relaxation is enhanced
The latter eect is apparently due to a small inhomogeneity in the static
magnetic eld Figure  proves that it is indeed possible to tune the
phonons that are created inside the inverted zones completely in and out
of resonance If we increase the eld gradient beyond the range of currents
in gure  the enhanced relaxation at odd time intervals Lv remains
 Line shape of the E

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absent Of course at higher currents the eect described in chapter 
 sets
in as the phonon resonance length inside the inverted zone is shortened
To extract the line shape of the E

E doublet from the data in gure
 we use the following approach The currents are converted to frequency
dierences  via the proportionality constant introduced in chapter 

Next we determine the fraction of the initial population inversion N


of
the second zone that is resonant with the N


of the detection zone This is
Figure  Phonon avalanches created at both cavity ends and detected via the
luminescence from the left end face The two inverted zones are swept through
resonance by applying a eld gradient in the magnetic eld supplied by a split
coil
mini
magnet The labels denote the currents through this magnet
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done by tting the theoretical model of section 
 to the phonon avalanches
in gure  As it turns out N


can indeed be kept xed The resonant
fraction of N


so found is plotted versus the frequency dierence  in
gure 	 and a Gaussian is tted to the data points Its full width at
half maximum was found to be   	 MHz Note that the Gaussian
is shifted over 	 MHz as a result of residual inhomogeneity in the static
magnetic eld Earlier estimates for this inhomogeneity  pointed to a
much higher values as discussed in chapter  estimates which we can now
consider to be inaccurate
Notice that gure 	 does not directly depict the line shape of the dou
blet transition but represents a convolution of the line shapes pertaining to
the two inverted zones As the E

E transition is known to be inhomoge
Figure  Resonance line shape of the E

E	 Kramers doublet in the 

atppm ruby sample for H   T and   

at  K The resonance pattern
was obtained by performing ts to the data presented in gure  as explained in
the text A Gaussian was tted to the data and the E

E	 full line width at half
maximum was found to be   MHz
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neously broadened 		 it is reasonable to assume that the doublets line
shape is a Gaussian The convolution of two Gaussians being a Gaussian
with a line width that in the present case is broader by a factor
p
 we
arrive at the conclusion that the E

E full line width at half maximum is
 MHz It should be kept in mind however that our approach is based
on the assumption that the density of resonant transitions is proportional
to the density of inverted spins assumed in the simulations cf chapter 
The value for the line width of the phonon transition is quite reasonable
Geschwind et al  in their EPR experiments found values of  MHz
for similar ruby samples and under comparable circumstances Muramoto
et al 	 did a more extensive EPR survey and presented values in the
range of  MHz for the same orientation of the magnetic eld and the
same Cr

concentration Fokker et al 		 conducted a series of exper
iments based on the technique of uorescence line narrowing FLN The
value for the line width found amounted to  MHz somewhat higher
than the other known values This discrepancy could not be explained by
the somewhat higher concentration of  atppm of Cr

ions in the ruby
sample used Apart from this the experiments have demonstrated that we
can use the Zeemansplit E

E doublet for frequencyselective detection of
phonons The detection frequency is easily changed by changing the doublet
splitting while its frequency bandwidth is very small   MHz

 Concluding remarks
The experiments in this chapter have shown that the Zeemansplit E

E
Kramers doublet in ruby can be utilised to monitor the migration divergence
and frequency distribution of phonon avalanches in a very straightforward
manner In the experiments isolated zones of inverted doublets are created
at opposite end faces of a ruby crystal using two laser beams As it turns
out phonon avalanches launched in one zone can be detected after arrival
in the other inverted zone at distance L
A theoretical description of the migrating avalanches is obtained by ex
tending the theoretical model of chapter  The model then allows for quite
a precise determination of the phonon occupation via the recorded phonon
avalanches Basic experiments show that the detection window for phonon
occupation numbers can be varied with the population inversion used to
 References
charge the detection zone The E

E phonon detection system has in par
ticular been used in two specic experiments one determining the angular
extent of the avalanches and the other determining their frequency spread
In the rst experiment the angular distribution of the phonon avalanche
was probed by moving the detection zone Spatial detection with a resolution
of the beam diameter   m is possible when using the E

E doublet
for this task The experiment provides valuable information on the phonon
beam resulting from the phonon avalanche The divergence of the beam was
found to be about 		

 which indicates that it results from the geometry of
the excitated zone
In the second experiment the inverted zones at the end faces were swept
through resonance by applying a eld gradient in the magnetic eld that
splits the doublets The resonance spectrum accordingly found turned out
to be Gaussian and the line width of the transition connecting the E

E
doublet equalled  MHz The result is consistent with the line width found
in EPR experiments
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Samenvatting
De experimenten die in dit proefschrift beschreven staan hebben zich voor
namelijk gericht op het bestuderen van het verschijnsel van gestimuleerde
fononemissie Fononen zijn de gequantiseerde excitaties van trillingen zoals
deze in een regelmatig kristalrooster kunnen optreden Inzicht in deze exci
taties is van fundamenteel belang voor de vastestoysica De gepresenteerde
metingen zijn allemaal uitgevoerd aan kristallen van hoogwaardig robijn
Deze robijnkristallen bestaan grotendeels uit aluminiumoxide Al

O

 Bij
het groeiproces werd echter opzettelijk een kleine hoeveelheid chroomoxide
Cr

O

 toegevoegd en de hiervan afkomstige chroomionen nestelen zich
op willekeurige plekken in het rooster op de voor aluminiumionen bedoelde
posities
Het chroomion in deze gastvrije omgeving vormt een niet te evenaren
modelsysteem voor het bestuderen van interacties tussen een set discrete
energietoestanden van het chroomion en de in het kristal aanwezige rooster
trillingen fononen Het huidige werk in het bijzonder maakt gebruik
van het Kramersdoublet E

E dat zich in een magneetveld opdeelt en
dan een zeer bruikbaar spin


systeem vertegenwoordigt De hoogstgelegen
energietoestand van het ontvouwen doublet E

 wordt vervolgens bevolkt
door deze vanuit de grondtoestand te exciteren met een laserpuls van precies
de juiste golengte Dit resulteert in een populatieinversie binnen het twee
niveau systeem wat correspondeert met een negatieve spintemperatuur
Een belangrijke eigenschap van het E

Edoublet is dat het metastabiel
is Dit voorkomt dat de zojuist gerealiseerde populatieinversie direct terug
regent naar de grondtoestand Toch moet het doublet zijn spintemperatuur
aan dat van het omringende heliumbad aanpassen Bij de gebruikte tem
peratuur van 	 kelvin is het enige toegestane proces verval naar de lager



 References
gelegen toestand E

 Dit gaat gepaard met het uitzenden van een fonon
dat precies dezelfde energie heeft als de splitsing tussen E

en E

 Als zon
uitgezonden fonon zich in de buurt van een nog niet vervallen chroomion
waagt neemt de kans dat dit ion alsnog vervalt ontzagwekkend toe De
kettingreactie van fononen die de spins tot verval dwingen heet een fonon
lawine en is het onderwerp van dit proefschrift
In hoofdstuk  wordt een theorie gepresenteerd die ervan uitgaat dat
de onderlinge fase van de roostertrillingen dwz de onderlinge coherentie
van de fononen van belang is tijdens de ontwikkeling van een dergelijke
fononlawine Om het verlies van coherentie ten gevolge van de defasering
van de spins binnen de breedte van de overgang E

E

in rekening te
brengen wordt een relaxatie term toegevoegd De zo gevonden vergelijkingen
beschrijven op succesvolle wijze de tijdsevolutie van beide componenten
van de Blochvector van het E

Espinsysteem Een verrassend resul
taat is dat de waarde van de coherentietijd  nanoseconden bedraagt wat
enerzijds overeenkomstig de bandbreedte van de overgang is anderzijds
op het eerste gezicht vraagtekens zet bij het belang van coherentie in de
bewegingsvergelijkingen gezien de veelal langere levensduur van een fonon
lawine Toch is deze korte coherentietijd niet in staat om de opbouw en
handhaving van coherentie de kop in te drukken Daarvoor is de groei die
in de vergelijkingen zit opgesloten veel te krachtig
Omdat het aantal omgevingsparameters vrij groot is en bepaalde zaken
als resonantie en het excitatieproel een grote invloed zouden kunnen uit
oefenen op de uitkomsten van de theorie en de daarop gebaseerde simulaties
worden de metingen gedaan aan een robijnkristal met een dikte van slechts
 mm Een toetsing van de theorie aan deze experimenten toont aan dat de
metingen op een succesvolle wijze door de coherente bewegingsvergelijkingen
beschreven kunnen worden Een benadering met balansvergelijkingen van
de spinpopulaties en de fononbezetting dus een incoherente aanpak gaat
evenwel zieltogend ten onder Dit onderstreept nogmaals de noodzaak van
coherentie in de bewegingsvergelijkingen
In hoofdstuk  wordt de lezer verwelkomd met een wel heel aardig
experiment De exciterende laserbundel wordt loodrecht aan de glad gepo
lijste eindvlakken van een blokvormig robijnkristal door het kristal gestuurd
waarna de relaxatie van het spinsysteem met behulp van de luminescentie
vanuit E

wordt waargenomen Vreemd genoeg verloopt de relaxatie via
een serie treden of schouders in de luminescentie Het tijdsinterval
References 
tussen twee van deze treden blijkt in alle gevallen overeen te komen met
de reistijd die fononen nodig hebben om via weerkaatsing aan weerszijden
van het kristal terug te keren naar hun plaats van oorsprong Uit nader
onderzoek naar de absorptie van het laserlicht blijkt dat de geexciteerde
zone zich bij gunstige polarisatie net onder het entreevlak bevindt Hier
worden de lawines opgewekt en elke keer bij terugkomst verstrekt totdat
de populatieinversie uitgeput is Verdere experimenten bevestigen het beeld
dat de fononbundel voornamelijk langs de cas wordt uitgezonden Het
theoretische model tenslotte blijkt ook in het geval van een akoestische
trilholte naar behoren te werken
Hoofdstuk  richt zich op de resonantie van de fononen in de akoestische
trilholte Vanwege inhomogeniteiten in het magneetveld hebben de fononen
na hun geboorte slechts een beperkte reisafstand voor de boeg waarover ze
verzekerd zijn van resonantie met de spinsystemen die ze tegenkomen terwijl
ze door het kristal propageren Deze resonantielengte wordt in de experi
menten verkort door het aanleggen van een gradient in het magneetveld met
behulp van een klein magneetspoeltje De experimenteel gevonden fonon
lawines worden naar volstrekte tevredenheid beschreven door een op maat
gesneden theorie op basis van de bewegingsvergelijkingen van hoofdstuk 
Hoofdstuk 	 tenslotte omvat een tweetal experimenten waarin gebruik
wordt gemaakt van niet een maar twee exciterende laserbundels die ieder
een zijde van het kristal exciteren Aangezien de beide zones die dan ontstaan
vrijwel resonant zijn ondergaan fononen die aan een zijde van het kristal
ontstaan zijn bij aankomst aan de andere zijde een versterking die opgepikt
wordt door een versnelde relaxatie van het spinsysteem aan de desbetreende
zijde Een eerste toepassing betreft het meten van de divergentie van de
bundel Door een van de bundels over het oppervlakte te bewegen kan de
intensiteit van de aangekomen fononbundel als functie van de hoek met de as
van de trilholte bepaald worden Dit bevestigt dat we inderdaad te maken
hebben met een vrij directionele bundel Het tweede experiment onderzoekt
de spectrale samenstelling van de fononbundel en werd op soortgelijke wijze
ten uitvoer gebracht Het verschil is dat de bundels niet verplaatst worden
maar in frequentie gevarieerd worden door het aanleggen van een gradient
in het magneetveld Dit werd gedaan door gebruik te maken van het mag
neetspoeltje dat in hoofdstuk  ten tonele kwam De uitkomst is dat vrijwel
de hele bandbreedte in een fononlawine kan deelnemen
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